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EXTENDED QUOTIENTS IN THE PRINCIPAL SERIES
OF REDUCTIVE p-ADIC GROUPS
ANNE-MARIE AUBERT, PAUL BAUM AND ROGER PLYMEN
Abstract. The geometric conjecture developed by the authors
in [1, 2, 3, 4] applies to the smooth dual Irr(G) of any reductive
p-adic group G. It predicts a definite geometric structure – the
structure of an extended quotient – for each component Irr(G)s in
the Bernstein decomposition of Irr(G).
In this article, we prove the geometric conjecture for the prin-
cipal series in any split connected reductive p-adic group G. The
proof proceeds via Springer parameters and Langlands parameters.
As a consequence of this approach, we establish strong links with
the local Langlands correspondence.
One important feature of our approach is the emphasis on two-
sided cells c in extended affine Weyl groups.
1. Introduction
In a series of papers [1, 2, 3, 4] we have proposed a geometric con-
jecture about the smooth dual of any reductive p-adic group G. Ac-
cording to the conjecture, if Irr(G)s is any Bernstein component [24] of
the smooth dual Irr(G), then Irr(G)s is in bijection with the extended
quotient T s//W s. Here T s is the complex torus and W s is the finite
group (acting on T s) which Bernstein assigns to the point s of the Bern-
stein spectrum of G. The point of our conjecture is that Irr(G)s can,
in practice, be quite difficult to calculate — but the extended quotient
T s//W s is always easy to calculate.
More precisely, our conjecture can be stated at four levels:
• K-theory
• Periodic cyclic homology
• Geometric equivalence of finite type algebras
• Representation theory
In this paper we shall consider the conjecture at the level of repre-
sentation theory. An evident question is the compatibility of our ex-
tended quotient with already known parametrizations of certain Bern-
stein components. In this paper we shall establish the compatibility for
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the Kazhdan-Lusztig-Reeder parametrization [25] of Bernstein compo-
nents in the principal series. Thus if G is any split connected reductive
p-adic group with maximal split torus T , and Irr(G)s is a Bernstein
component in the principal series of G (with the assumption, when
s 6= [T , 1]G , that G has connected centre and p is not too small), we
construct a canonical bijection
µs : (T s//W s)2 → Irr(G)s
where Irr(G)s is parametrized by Kazhdan-Lusztig-Reeder parameters,
and (T s//W s)2 is the extended quotient of the second kind (as explained
in §3).
We now supply some more details. For each α ∈ C×, we construct a
commutative diagram (see section 9):
(1)
(T s//W s)2
µs−−−→ Irr(G)s
πα
y yiα
T s/W s T s/W s
such that
(2) π√q = Sc ◦ µs.
Here, q is the cardinality of the residue field of the underlying p-field F ,
and Sc denotes the cuspidal support map, also called the infinitesimal
character, from Irr(G) to the set of all G-conjugacy classes of cuspidal
pairs. The second vertical map iα in the diagram is defined in terms
of Kazhdan-Lusztig-Reeder parameters (see Eqn. (59)) while the first
vertical map πα is built from correcting cocharacters, see §11.
We prove that the number of points in the fibre of π√q equals the
number of inequivalent irreducible constituents of IndGB(χ), where B ⊃
T is the standard Borel subgroup in G, and s = [T , χ]G . This confirms
our geometric conjecture, as stated in [3], for the principal series of G.
This conjecture has been proved independently by Maarten Solleveld
in [27] in a completely different way: we note that Solleveld’s theorem
applies to situations more general than the principal series of a reduc-
tive p-adic group.
Our proof provides, on the case of the principal series, a result more
precise than [27, Theorem 2] in the sense that we obtain (see Eqn. (21))
a cell-decomposition
(T s//W s)2 =
⊔
(T s//W s)c2(3)
where c runs over the two-sided cells of the extended affine Weyl group
X(T s)⋊W s. Here X(T s) is the group of characters of T s.
We will refer to (T s//W s)c2 as the c-component of (T
s//W s)2. We
prove, as conjectured in [4, p. 87], that the following properties hold:
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(1) the ordinary quotient T s/W s is contained in the c0-component
of (T s//W s)2 where c0 is the lowest two-sided cell
(2) each correcting cocharacter is attached to a two-sided cell c.
The cell decomposition in Eqn. (3) is a key ingredient of our char-
acterization of the intersections of the L-packets with Irr(G)s in the
principal series case. We prove in Theorem 12.1 that two points (t, τ)
and (t′, τ ′) in (T s//W s)2 have their images by the bijection µs in the
same L-packet if and only if (t, τ) and (t′, τ ′) belong to the same c-
component in Eqn.(3) and πα(t, τ) = πα(t
′, τ ′) for each α ∈ C×.
Solleveld writes, in the Introduction of [27], that that he hopes that
his Theorem 2 will be useful in the local Langlands program and relate
the semisimple element t to the image of the geometric Frobenius by
the Langlands parameter. This is exactly what we achieve (by an in-
dependent route) in our definition of the L-parameter Φ, see Eqn.(25).
Solleveld also writes that “The rest of such a Langlands parameter Φ
is completely beyond affine Hecke algebras, it will have to depend on
number theoretic properties of the Bernstein components s”. Our re-
sults show that for principal series representations at least this is not
the case, see once again Eqn.(25). The cell decomposition is governed
by data attached to the affine Hecke algebra and is intimately related
to the L-packets, see §12.
Note that, in Eqn.(2), we have set
(4) α =
√
q.
In the commutative diagram (1), all values of α ∈ C× are allowed. In
particular, we may set α = 1. In view of Eqn.(4), the field F1 with one
element appears, at the very least, in the background of this article.
We hope to develop this point of view elsewhere.
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2. Extended quotients
Let X be an affine algebraic variety over C, and let O(X) denote
the coordinate algebra of X . Suppose that W is a finite group acting
on X as automorphisms of the affine variety X . The quotient X/W
is obtained by collapsing each orbit to a point and is again an affine
variety.
For x ∈ X , Wx denotes the stabilizer group of x:
Wx := {w ∈ W : wx = x}.
Now c(Wx) is the set of conjugacy classes of Wx. The extended quo-
tient, denoted X//W , is constructed by replacing each orbit with c(Wx)
where x can be any point in the orbit. This construction is done as
follows.
First, set
X˜ := {(w, x) ∈ W ×X : wx = x}.
Then X˜ ⊂W ×X and is an alegbraic sub-variety of the affine variety
W ×X . Then W acts on X˜ :
W × X˜ → X˜, α(w, x) = (αwα−1, αx)
with (w, x) ∈ X˜, α ∈ W . Then we define
X//W := X˜/W.
Hence the extended quotient X//W is the ordinary quotient for the
action ofW on X˜ . In a straightforward way, X//W is an affine variety.
The map
X˜ → X, (w, x) 7→ x
is equivariant and thus passes to quotient spaces as a morphism of
algebraic varieties X//W → X/W which will be referred to as the
projection of the extended quotient on the quotient.
Remark 2.1. Let O(X) ⋊W be the crossed product algebra for the
action of W on O(X). Denote the periodic cyclic homology of this
crossed product algebra by HPj(O(X)⋊W ) with j = 0, 1. There is a
canonical isomorphism [9] of C-vector spaces
HPj(O(X)⋊W ) ≃
⊕
l
Hj+2l(X//W );C)(5)
where, as usual, H∗(X//W ;C) is the cohomology of X//W (using its
analytic topology). The right-hand-side of Eqn.(5) is also known as the
orbifold cohomology H∗orb(X/W ;C) of the quotient X/W , see [5].
The ABP (Aubert-Baum-Plymen) conjecture at the level of periodic
cyclic homology is:
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Conjecture 2.2. Let G be a reductive p-adic group and let s be a point
in the Bernstein spectrum of G. there there are canonical isomorphisms
of C vector spaces
HPj(Is) ≃
⊕
l
Hj+2l(T s//W s;C)
with j = 0, 1 where Is ⊂ H(G) is the Bernstein ideal in H(G) labelled
by s, and T s, W s are as above.
3. Extended quotients of the second kind
As in the previous section, let X be a complex affine variety with
a finite group W acting as automorphisms of X . For each x ∈ X ,
Irr(Wx) is the set of (equivalence classes of) irreducible representations
of the isotropy group Wx. Now Irr(Wx) has the same number of ele-
ments as c(Wx) but, in general, there is no canonical bijection between
Irr(Wx) and c(Wx). The extended quotient of the second kind, de-
noted (X//W )2, is obtained by replacing each orbit by Irr(Wx), where
x is any point in the orbit. The construction of (X//W )2 is done as
follows. Define
X˜2 := {(x, τ) : x ∈ X, τ ∈ Irr(Wx)}.
Then W acts on X˜2 by
w(x, τ) = (wx,w∗τ)
where w∗τ is the push-forward by w of τ from Irr(Wx) to Irr(Wwx).
Then
(X//W )2 := X˜2/W
the quotient of X˜2 by W . Now
X˜2 → X, (x, τ) 7→ x
is W -equivariant and descends to a map of quotient spaces
(X//W )2 → X/W.
This is the projection of the extended quotient of the second kind on
the quotient X/W .
There is a non-canonical bijection ν : X//W → (X//W )2 with com-
mutativity in the diagram
(6)
X//W
ν−−−→ (X//W )2y y
X/W −−−→
id
X/W
To construct the bijection ν, first let H1, . . . , Hr be subgroups of W
such that
(1) For each j = 1, 2, . . . , r, there exists x ∈ X with Wx = Hj
(2) Any Wx is conjugate within W to one and only one Hj.
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Now for each j = 1, 2, . . . , r choose a bijection
c(Hj)→ Irr(Hj).
We shall refer to such a system of bijections as a c-Irr system. For
x ∈ X , [x] denotes the image of x under the quotient map X → X/W .
In X//W the pre-image of [x] with respect to the projection X//W →
X/W identifies canonically with one and only one c(Hj). The pre-
image of [x] with respect to the projection (X//W )2 → X/W identi-
fies canonically with one and only one Irr(Hj). Then ν : X//W →
(X//W )2 maps the first pre-image to the second pre-image via the
chosen bijection c(Hj)→ Irr(Hj).
Lemma 3.1. The bijection
X//W → (X//W )2
obtained from a c-Irr system is continuous when X//W has the Zariski
topology and (X//W )2 has the Jacobson topology.
Remark 3.2. We have a canonical bijection
Irr(O(X)⋊W )→ (X//W )2.
The advantage of X//W over (X//W )2 is that X//W is an affine va-
riety, but (X//W )2 is not (in any canonical way) an algebraic variety.
4. Twisted extended quotients of the second kind
Let J be a finite group and let α ∈ H2(J ;C×). Consider all maps
τ : J → GL(V ) such that there exists a C×-valued 2-cocycle c on J
with
τ(j1) ◦ τ(j2) = c(j1, j2) τ(j1j2), [c] = α
and τ is irreducible, where [c] is the class of c in H2(J ;C×).
For such a map τ let f : J → C× be any map. Now consider the
map (fτ)(j) := f(j)τ(j). This is again such a map τ with cocycle c · f
defined by
(c · f)(j1, j2) := c(j1, j2) f(j1)f(j2)
f(j1j2)
.
Given two such maps τ1, τ2, an isomorphism is an intertwining operator
V1 → V2. Note that τ1 ≃ τ2 ⇒ c1 = c2. Given τ1 and τ2, we define
τ1 to be equivalent to τ2 if and only if there exists f : J → C× with τ1
isomorphic to fτ2. The set of equivalence classes of maps τ is denoted
Irrα(J).
Now let Γ be a finite group with a given action on a set X . Now
let  be a given function which assigns to each x ∈ X an element
(x) ∈ H2(Γx;C×) where Γx = {γ ∈ Γ : γx = x}. The function  is
required to satisfy the condition
(γx) = γ∗(x), ∀(γ, x) ∈ Γ×X
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where γ∗ : Γx → Γγx, α 7→ γαγ−1. Now define
X˜2 = {(x, τ) : τ ∈ Irr(x)(Γx)}.
We have a map Γ × X˜2 → X˜2 and we form the twisted extended
quotient of the second kind
(X//Γ)2 := X˜

2 /Γ.
We will apply this construction in the following two special cases.
1. Given two finite groups Γ1, Γ and a group homomorphism Γ →
Aut(Γ1), we can form the semidirect product Γ1 ⋊ Γ. Let X = IrrΓ1.
Now Γ acts on IrrΓ1 and we get  for free. Given x ∈ IrrΓ1 choose
an irreducible representation φ : Γ1 → GL(V ) whose isomorphism
class is x. For each γ ∈ Γx consider φ twisted by γ i.e., consider
φγ : γ1 7→ φ(γγ1γ−1). Since γ ∈ Γx, φγ is equivalent to φ i.e., there
exists an intertwining operator Tγ : φ ≃ φγ. For this operator we have
Tγ ◦ Tγ′ = c(γ, γ′)Tγγ′ , γ, γ′ ∈ Γx
and (x) is then the class in H2(Γx;C
×) of c.
This leads to a new formulation of a classical theorem of Clifford.
Lemma 4.1. We have a canonical bijection
Irr(Γ1 ⋊ Γ) ≃ (IrrΓ1//Γ)2 .
Proof. The proof proceeds by comparing our construction with the clas-
sical theory of Clifford; for an exposition of Clifford theory, see [23]. 
2. Given a C-algebra R, a finite group Γ and a group homomorphism
Γ→ Aut(R), we can form the crossed product algebra
R⋊ Γ := {
∑
γ∈Γ
rγγ : rγ ∈ R},
with multiplication given by the distributive law and the relation
γr = γ(r)γ, for γ ∈ Γ and r ∈ R.
Let X = IrrR. Now Γ acts on IrrR and as above we get  for free.
Here we have
X˜2 = {(V, τ) : V ∈ IrrR, τ ∈ Irr(V )(ΓV )}.
Lemma 4.2. We have a canonical bijection
Irr(R⋊ Γ) ≃ (IrrR//Γ)2 .
Proof. The proof proceeds by comparing our construction with the the-
ory of Clifford as stated in [23, Theorem A.6]. 
Notation 4.3. We shall denote by τ1⋊ τ (resp. V ⋊ τ) the element of
Irr(X ⋊ Γ) which corresponds to (τ1, τ) (resp. (V, τ)) by the bijection
of Lemma 4.1 (resp. 4.2).
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5. Twisted extended quotients for Weyl groups
Let M be a reductive complex algebraic Lie group. Then M may
have a finite number of connected components, M0 is the identity com-
ponent of M , and WM0 is the Weyl group of M0:
WM0 := NM0(T )/T
where T is a maximal torus of M0. We will need the analogue of the
Weyl group for the possibly disconnected group M .
Lemma 5.1. Let M, M0, T be as defined above. Then we have
NM(T )/T =WM0 ⋊ π0(M).
Proof. The group WM0 is a normal subgroup of NM(T )/T . Indeed, let
n ∈ NM0(T ) and let n′ ∈ NM(T ), then n′nn′−1 belongs toM0 (since the
latter is normal in M) and normalizes T , that is, n′nn′−1 ∈ NM0(T ).
On the other hand, n′(nT )n′−1 = n′nn′−1(n′Tn′−1) = n′nn′−1T .
Let B be a Borel subgroup of M0 containing T . Let w ∈ NM (T )/T .
Then wBw−1 is a Borel subgroup ofM0 (since, by definition, the Borel
subgroups of an algebraic group are the maximal closed connected solv-
able subgroups). Moreover, wBw−1 contains T . In a connected reduc-
tive algebraic group, the intersection of two Borel subgroups always
contains a maximal torus and the two Borel subgroups are conjugate
by a element of the normalizer of that torus. Hence B and wBw−1 are
conjugate by an element w1 of WM0 . It follows that w−11 w normalises
B. Hence
w−11 w ∈ NM (T )/T ∩NM (B) = NM(T,B)/T,
that is,
NM(T )/T =WM0 · (NM(T,B)/T ).
Finally, we have
WM0 ∩ (NM(T,B)/T ) = NM0(T,B)/T = {1},
since NM0(B) = B and B ∩ NM0(T ) = T . This proves (1).
Now consider the following map:
NM(T,B)/T → M/M0 mT 7→ mM0.(7)
It is injective. Indeed, let m,m′ ∈ NM(T,B) such that mM0 = m′M0.
Then m−1m′ ∈ M0 ∩ NM(T,B) = NM0(T,B) = T (as we have seen
above). Hence mT = m′T .
On the other hand, let m be an element in M . Then m−1Bm is a
Borel subgroup ofM0, hence there existsm1 ∈ M0 such thatm−1Bm =
m−11 Bm1. It follows that m1m
−1 ∈ NM(B). Also m1m−1Tmm−11 is a
torus of M0 which is contained in m1m
−1Bmm−11 = B. Hence T
and m1m
−1Tmm−11 are conjugate in B: there is b ∈ B such that
m1m
−1Tmm−11 = b
−1Tb. Then n := bm1m−1 ∈ NM(T,B). It gives
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m = n−1bm1. Since bm1 ∈ M0, we obtain mM0 = n−1M0. Hence the
map (7) is surjective. 
Let H denote a connected complex reductive group, let T be a max-
imal torus in H . Let
M :=M(t) = CH(t)(8)
denote the centralizer in H of t ∈ T .
The Weyl group of H is denoted WH .
Lemma 5.2. Let t ∈ T . The isotropy subgroup WHt is the group
NM(T )/T , and we have
WHt =WM
0
⋊ π0(M)
In the case when H has simply-connected derived group, the group M
is connected and WHt is then the Weyl group of M0.
Proof. Let t ∈ T . Note that H and CH(t) have a common maximal
torus T . The we have
WHt = {w ∈ WH : w · t = t}
= {w ∈ WH : wtw−1 = t}
= {w ∈ WH : wt = tw}
=WH ∩ CH(t)
= NH(T )/T ∩ CH(t)
= NCH (t)(T )/T.
The result follows by applying Lemma 5.1 with M = CH(t).
If H has simply-connected derived group, then the centralizer CH(t)
is connected by Steinberg’s theorem [11, §8.8.7]. 
The twisted extended quotient of the second kind now elucidates the
extended quotient of the second kind, for we have
(T//WH)2 = {(t, τ) : t ∈ T, τ ∈ Irr(WHt )}/WH(9)
IrrWHt = (IrrWM
0
//π0(M))

2(10)
6. The principal series of G
Let G be the group of F -rational points of a connected reductive
algebraic group defined over F . Let T be a maximal torus in G and
let let χ be a smooth irreducible character of T . In the case where
χ is non-trivial, we will assume that G has connected center and the
residual characteristic p satisfies the hypothesis in [26, p. 379].
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Let [T , χ]G be the inertial equivalence class of the pair (T , χ), see
[24]. We will write s = [T , χ]G for this point in the Bernstein spectrum
B(G). Let
(11) W s = {w ∈ W : w · s = s}.
Let X denote the rational co-character group of T , identified with
the rational character group of T . The group G is split, so choose an
isomorphism
T ≃ F× × · · · × F×.(12)
T identifies canonically with the unramified quasicharacters of T so
the above chosen isomorphism determines an isomorphism
T ≃ C× × · · · × C×.
Now χ maps T to C× so the isomorphism (12) factors χ as χ = χ1 · · ·χl
where each χj is a smooth character of F
×. Let UF denote the group
of units in oF . We define χˆ as follows:
χˆ : UF → T, y 7→ (χ1(y), . . . , χl(y)).
This construction is canonical, i.e., χˆ depends only on χ and not on
the choice of isomorphism (12).
The image of χˆ is a finite abelian subgroup of T . Let H denote the
centralizer in G of the image of χˆ:
(13) H = CG(im χˆ).
Lemma 6.1. The group H is connected. The group W s defined in (11)
is a Weyl group, and it is the Weyl group of H:
W s =WH .
Proof. We will treat separately the cases where χ is trivial and where
is non-trivial.
• We consider first the case where s = [T , 1]G (that is, the character χ
is trivial). Then
H = G and W s =W.
The result follows.
• We assume now that χ 6= 1. The proof will follow the same lines as
in [26].
Let R(G, T ) denote the root system of G. The group CG(im χˆ) is the
reductive subgroup of G generated by T and those root groups Uα for
which α ∈ R(G, T ) has trivial restriction to im χˆ together with those
Weyl group representatives nw ∈ NG(T ) (w ∈ W) for which w(t) = t
for all t ∈ im χˆ. The identity component of CG(im χˆ) is generated by
T and those root groups Uα for which α has trivial restriction to im χˆ
(see [29, § 4.1]).
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Let pF and kF denote the maximal ideal of the ring of integers of
F and the residual field of F , respectively. Let E denote the maximal
compact subgroup of T :
E ≃ UF × · · · × UF ,
and let Eu ≃ pF × · · · × pF and Er ≃ k×F × · · · × k×F denote the pro-
p-unipotent radical and the reductive quotient of E , respectively. The
exact sequence
1→ Eu → E → Er → 1
is split. Hence the restriction to E of χ factors as χ = χu · χr where χu
coincides with the restriction of χ to Eu and χr is trivial on Eu. This
implies a similar decomposition of the character χˆ:
χˆ = χˆu · χˆr.
Since im χˆ = im χˆu · im χˆr, we have
H = CHu(im χˆr), where Hu := CG(im χˆu).
Since G has simply connected derived group, it follows from Stein-
berg’s connectedness theorem [30] that the group Hu is connected.
Moreover, since im χˆu consists of elements of p-power order, where p is
the characteristic of kF , and p is not a torsion prime for R(T,G), the
derived group of Hu is simply connected (see [31]).
On the other hand im χˆr is cyclic, since k
×
F is. Applying Steinberg’s
connectedness theorem in the group Hu, we get that H itself is con-
nected. The first assertion of the Lemma is proved.
Now let Wχˆ denote the stabilizer in W of im χˆ and let Wχˆ be the
normal subgroup generated by those reflections sα such that α has
trivial restriction to im χˆ. Then
Wχˆ/Wχˆ ≃ H/H0 = {1}.
Moreover,Wχˆ coincides with the Weyl group of H . On the other hand,
for every w ∈ W the condition w(t) = t for all t ∈ im χˆ is equivalent
to the condition w ∈ W s. Hence we get
W s = Wχˆ =Wχˆ =WH .

Remark 6.2. Note that H itself does not have simply-connected de-
rived group in general (for instance, if G is the exceptional group of
type G2, and χ is the tensor square of a ramified quadratic character
of F× then H = SO(4,C)).
We summarize our findings as follows:
W s =WH(14)
(T//WH)2 = {(t, τ) : t ∈ T, τ ∈ Irr(WHt )}/WH(15)
IrrWHt = (IrrWM
0
//π0(M))

2(16)
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7. The cell decomposition
To begin the construction of the extended quotient, we choose a
semisimple element t ∈ T . We recall the definitions in Eqn. (8) and
Eqn. (13):
M =M(t) = CH(t), H = CG(im χ̂).
Let
Ax := π0(CM0(x)).(17)
Let Bx denote the variety of Borel subalgebras of LM
0 that contain
x. All the irreducible components of Bx have the same dimension d(x)
over R, see [11, Corollary 3.3.24]. The finite group Ax acts on the set
of irreducible components of Bx [11, p. 161].
The Springer correspondence yields a one-to-one correspondence
(18) (x, ̺) 7→ τ(x, ̺)
between the set of M0-conjugacy classes of pairs (x, ̺) formed by a
nilpotent element x ∈ LM0 and an irreducible representation ̺ of
A = Ax which occurs in Hd(x)(Bx,C) and the set of isomorphism classes
of irreducible representations of the Weyl group WM0 .
Remark 7.1. The Springer correspondence that we are considering in
this article coincides with that constructed by Springer for a reductive
group over a field of positive characteristic and is obtained from the
correspondence constructed by Lusztig by tensoring the latter by the
sign representation of WM0 (see [15]).
Let X(T ) denote the group of characters of T . Recall that R(G, T )
is the root system of G. We have seen in Lemma 6.1 that W s is the
Weyl group of the connected group H defined in Eqn. (13). The group
H has root datum
(X(T ), Rs, X•(T ), Rs∨)
where Rs is the root system:
Rs =
{
α ∈ R(G, T ) : (χ ◦ α)|UF = 1
}
,
and W s coincides with the Weyl group of Rs. Hence X(T )⋊W s is the
extended affine Weyl group of H .
Let c be a two-sided cell of X(T ) ⋊ W s and let U be the unipo-
tent class in H which corresponds to c by the Lusztig bijection [18,
Theorem 4.8].
We have seen in Lemma 5.2 that
W st =WM
0
⋊ π0(M),
and, from Eqn. (10), we know that every τ ∈ Irr(W st ) can be written
as
τ = τ(x, ̺)⋊ ψ where ψ ∈ Irr(τ(x,̺))(π0(M)τ(x,̺)).
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Recall the definition:
T˜2 := {(t, τ) : t ∈ T, τ ∈ Irr(W st )},
(T//W s)2 := T˜2/W
s.
Then we set
T˜ c2 := {(t, τ(x, ̺)⋊ ψ) ∈ T˜2 : exp x ∈ U},(19)
(T//W s)c2 := T˜
c
2 /W
s.(20)
This determines the cell-decomposition
(T//W s)2 =
⊔
(T//W s)c2(21)
where c runs over the two-sided cells of X(T )⋊W s.
Remark 7.2. Let ν : T//W s → (T//W s)2 a chosen bijection obtained
from a c-Irr system in the situation of Lemma 3.1. We define:
(T//W s)c := ν−1((T//W s)c2).
It provides a non-canonical cell-decomposition of the extended quo-
tient:
T//W s =
⊔
(T//W s)c.(22)
8. The Langlands parameter Φ
Let WF denote the Weil group of F , let IF be the inertia subgroup
of WF . Let W
der
F denote the closure of the commutator subgroup of
WF , and write W
ab
F = WF/W
der
F . The group of units in oF will be
denoted UF .
We recall the Artin reciprocity map aF : WF → F× which has the
following properties (local class field theory):
(1) The map aF induces a topological isomorphism W
ab
F ≃ F×.
(2) An element x ∈ WF is a geometric Frobenius if and only if
aF (x) is a prime element ̟F of F .
(3) We have aF (IF ) = UF .
We now consider the principal series of G. We recall that G denotes
a connected reductive split p-adic group with maximal split torus T ,
and G, T denote the Langlands dual of G, T . We recall that, in the
case of a non-trivial inducing character, we assume in addition that G
has connected center and the residual characteristic of F satisfies the
hypothesis in [26, p. 379].
Next, we consider conjugacy classes in G of pairs (Φ, ρ) such that Φ
is a continuous morphism
Φ: WF × SL(2,C)→ G
which is rational on SL(2,C) and such that Φ(WF ) consists of semisim-
ple element in G, and ρ will be defined in the next section.
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Choose a Borel subgroup B2 in SL(2,C). Let B
Φ denote the variety
of Borel subgroups of G containing Φ(WF × B2). The variety BΦ is
non-empty if and only if Φ factors through W abF , (see [25, § 4.2]). In
that case, we view the domain of Φ to be F×:
Φ: F× × SL(2,C)→ G.
We will now build such a continuous morphism Φ from data coming
from the extended quotient of second kind.
We now work with the Jacobson-Morozov theorem [11, p. 183]. Let
e0 be the standard nilpotent matrix in sl(2,C):
e0 =
(
0 1
0 0
)
.
Let x be a nilpotent element in LM0. There exists a rational homo-
morphism
(23) γ : SL(2,C)→M0
such that its differential sl(2,C)→ LM0 sends e0 to x, see [11, §3.7.4].
The rational homomorphism γ depends only on the unipotent class
in M0 containing exp x.
Let α ∈ C×. Define the following matrix in SL(2,C):
Yα =
(
α 0
0 α−1
)
.
Then γ determines a cocharacter
h : C× →M0
by setting
(24) h(α) := γ(Yα) for α ∈ C×.
The cocharacter h is associated to x, see [16, Rem. 5.5] or [12, Rem.2.12]
(see [12, Def. 2.9] or [21, § 6] for the definition of associated). In other
words, γ is an optimal SL2-homomorphism for x (see [21, Def. 32]).
On the other hand, the cocharacter h depends only on the nilpotent
class in M0 containing x.
Lemma 8.1. The cocharacter h can be identified with a cocharacter of
H, and hence depends only on the nilpotent class in H containing x.
Proof. Recall J.C. Jantzen’s result [16, Claim 5.12] (see also [12] for
a related study in positive good characteristic): For any connected
reductive subgroup H2 of an arbitrary connected complex Lie group
H1, the cocharacters of H2 associated to a nilpotent element x ∈ LH2
are precisely the cocharacters of H1 associated to x which take values
in H2.
Applying this with H1 = H and H2 = M
0, we get that h can be
identified with a cocharacter of H , and hence depends only on the
nilpotent class in H containing x. 
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From now on we view h as a cocharacter ofH associated to x. We can
consider γ : SL(2,C)→M0 ⊂ H as an optimal SL2-homomorphism for
x.
Now, let γ′ : SL(2,C)→ H be an optimal SL2-homomorphisms for x
such that
γ′(Yα) = γ(Yα) for α ∈ C×.
Then γ′ = γ (see [21, Prop. 42]). Hence γ depends only on the unipo-
tent class in H containing exp x.
Define the L-parameter Φ as follows:
Φ: F× × SL(2,C)→ G, (u̟nF , Y ) 7→ χ̂(u) · tn · γ(Y )(25)
and the real tempered parameter Ξ as follows:
Ξ: F× × SL(2,C)→M0, (u̟nF , Y ) 7→ γ(Y )(26)
for all u ∈ UF , n ∈ Z, Y ∈ SL(2,C).
Note that the definition of Φ uses the appropriate data: the semisim-
ple element t ∈ T , the character χ̂ (which depends on the point s), and
the homomorphism γ (which depends on the Springer parameter x).
Eqn. (25) determines the first of the Reeder parameters (Φ, ρ).
We turn next to the construction of ρ.
9. The parameter ρ
The centralizer in G of the image of Φ acts naturally on the variety
BΦ, and hence on the singular homology of H∗(BΦ,C). This action
will factor through
AΦ := π0(CG(imΦ))
and then ρ is an irreducible representation of AΦ which appears in
H∗(BΦ,C). We have (see [25, Lemma 4.3.1]):
AΦ ≃ A+ = A+x := π0(CM (x)).
We clearly have
CG(imΦ) = CM(imΞ)
Let
AΞ := π0(CM0(im Ξ).
Lemma 9.1. We have
Ax = AΞ.
Proof. According to [11, §3.7.23], we have
CM0(x) = CM0(im Ξ) · U
with U the unipotent radical of CM0(x). Now U is contractible via the
map
[0, 1]× U → U, (λ, exp Y ) 7→ exp(λY )
for all Y ∈ n with exp n = U . 
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Lemma 9.1 allows us to define
A := Ax = AΞ.
Let M(t) denote a predual of M0, i.e.,M0 is the Langlands dual of
M(t). Let BΞ denote the variety of the Borel subgroups of M0 which
contain Ξ(WF ×B2) = γ(B2).
Definition 9.2. If a group A acts on the variety X, let R(A,X) de-
note the set of equivalence classes of irreducible representations of A
appearing in the homology H∗(X), as in [25, p.118]. Let Rtop(A,X)
denote the set of equivalence classes of irreducible representations of A
appearing in the top homology of X.
Lemma 9.3. We have
Rtop(A,Bx) = R(A,BΞ).
Proof. Let, as before, τ be an irreducible representation of WM0 . Let
(x, ̺) be the Springer parameter attached to τ . Define Ξ as in Eqn. (26).
Note that Ξ depends on the morphism γ, which in turn depends on the
nilpotent element x ∈ LM0.
Then Ξ is a real tempered L-parameter for the p-adic group M(t),
see [6, 3.18]. According to [20, §10.13], [6], there is a bijection between
Springer parameters and Reeder parameters:
(27) (x, ̺) 7→ (Ξ, ̺).
Now ̺ is an irreducible representation of A which appears simulta-
neously in Hd(x)(Bx,C) and H∗(BΞ,C). If Hd(x)(Bx,C)̺ = 0 then
Hi(Bx,C)̺ = 0 for any i ≥ 0, where Hi(Bx,C)̺ denotes the ρ-isotypic
subspace of Hi(Bx,C) (see [28, bottom of page 296 and Remark 6.5]).

Define
Υ: F× × SL(2,C)→ H, (w̟nF , Y ) 7→ χ̂(w) · tn · γ(Y )(28)
Ψ: F× × SL(2,C)→M0, (u̟nF , Y ) 7→ χ̂(w) · tn · γ(Y )(29)
Lemma 9.4. We have
BΨ = BΞ.
Proof. We note that
SΨ =< t > γ(B2), SΞ = γ(B2)
Let b denote a Borel subgroup of the reductive group M . Since b
is maximal among the connected solvable subgroups of M , we have
b ⊂M0. Then we have b = TbUb with Tb a maximal torus in M0, and
Ub the unipotent radical of b. Note that Tb ⊂ M0. Therefore yt = ty
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for all y ∈ Tb. This means that t centralizes Tb, i.e. t ∈ Z(Tb). In a
connected Lie group such as M0, we have
Z(Tb) = Tb
so that t ∈ Tb. Since Tb is a group, it follows that < t >⊂ Tb.
As a consequence, we have
b ⊃< t > γ(B2) ⇐⇒ b ⊃ γ(B2).

Let BΥ denote the variety of Borel subgroups of H containing the
image Υ(WF × B2).
Lemma 9.5. We have
R(A,BΥ) = R(A,BΨ)
Proof. We denote the Lie algebra of M0 by LM0. We note that the
codomain of Ψ is M0.
Let Bt denote the variety of all Borel subgroups of H which contain
t. Let B ∈ Bt. Then B ∩M0 is a Borel subgroup of M0.
The proof in [11, p.471] depends on the fact that M0 is connected,
and also on a triangular decomposition of Lie(M0):
LieM0 = nt ⊕ t⊕ nt−
from which it follows that LieB∩LieM0 = nt⊕ t is a Borel subalgebra
in LieM0, where nt denotes the centralizer of t.
There is a canonical map
Bt → FlagM0, B 7→ B ∩M0(30)
Now M0 acts by conjugation on Bt. We have
Bt = B1 ⊔B2 ⊔ · · · ⊔Bm(31)
a disjoint union of M0-orbits, see [11, Prop. 8.8.7]. These orbits are
the connected components of Bt, and the irreducible components of
the projective variety Bt. The above map (30), restricted to any one
of these orbits, is a bijection from the M0-orbit onto FlagM0 and is
M0-equivariant. It is then clear that
BΥj ≃ Flag (M0)Ψ
for each 1 ≤ j ≤ m. We also have t ∈ SΥ = SΨ. Now
BΥ = (Bt)Υ = (Bt)Ψ
and then
H∗(BΥ,C) = H∗(BΨ1 ,C)⊕ · · · ⊕H∗(BΨm,C)
a direct sum of equivalent A-modules. Hence ̺ occurs in H∗(BΥ,C) if
and only if it occurs H∗(BΨ,C). 
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Recall that
A+ = A+x = π0(CM(x)) and A = Ax = π0(CM0(x)).
Lemma 9.6. Let π0(M)x denote the isotropy group of x in π0(M).
(1) We have A⋊ π0(M)x = A
+, and hence:
(Irr(A)//π0(M)x)

2 ≃ Irr(A+), (̺, ψ) 7→ ̺⋊ ψ =: ρ.
(2) Moreover, we have
̺ ∈ Rtop(A,Bx) ⇐⇒ ρ ∈ R(A+,BΦ).
Proof. Let H˜ be a connected complex reductive group with simply
connected derived subgroup and such that H = H˜/Z where Z is a
finite subgroup of the centre of H˜ (see [25, § 3]). The natural projection
p : H˜ → H is an isogeny. Let t˜ be a lift of t in H˜, that is, p(t˜) = t˜Z = t.
We recall the definition in Eqn. (8):
M :=M(t) = CH(t).
Let LM0 denote the Lie algebra of M0. For x ∈ LM0, let CM0(x)
denote the centralizer of x in M0, via the adjoint representation of
M0 on LM0. The isogeny p induces an isomorphism from the set of
nilpotent elements in LM˜ to the set of nilpotent elements in LM0, and
we will not distinguish between these sets of nilpotent elements. Let x
be a nilpotent element in LM0.
We set
M˜ := CH˜(t˜) and M˜
+ := CH˜(t).
Then we have
M˜+ =
{
h˜ ∈ H˜ : h˜(t˜Z)h˜−1 = t˜Z
}
=
{
h˜ ∈ H˜ : (h˜ t˜ h˜−1)Z ⊂ t˜Z
}
.
Since H˜der is simply connected, the group M˜ is connected and [25, § 3.1]
it is the identity component of M˜+:
(32) M˜ = (M˜+)0.
Viewing x as a nilpotent element in LM˜ , we can consider the centralizer
of x in M˜+. We have (see [25, § 3.3]):
π0(CM˜+(x)) ≃ A+x .
(In particular, taking x = 0, we get π0(M˜
+) ≃ π0(M).)
Then [25, § 3.2-3.3], we have an exact sequence
1→ Ax → A+x → π0(M)x → 0.(33)
so we have
Ax ⋊ π0(M)x = A
+
x .
This gives (1).
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Let u := exp(x) ∈ M0. Let u˜ denote a lift of u in H˜. Since ut = tu,
by applying p, we get u˜t˜ = t˜u˜, that is, u˜ ∈ M˜ . It follows from [25,
Lemma 3.5.3] that
(t˜, u˜, ̺, ψ) 7→ (t, u, ρ)
induces a bijection betweenH-conjugacy classes of quadruples (t˜, u˜, ̺, ψ)
where
̺ ∈ R(A,BΥ) and ψ ∈ Irr(̺)((A+/A)̺),
and H-conjugacy classes of triples (t, u, ρ), where ρ ∈ R(A+,BΥ) is
such that the restriction of ρ to A contains ̺.
By combining Lemmas 9.3, 9.4, 9.5, we get
R(A,BΥ) = Rtop(A,Bx).
Also by [25, Lemma 4.4.1] we have
R(A+,BΥ) = R(A+,BΦ).
The result follows. 
Lemma 9.7. For every ̺ ∈ Rtop(A,Bx), we have
π0(M)τ(x,̺) = (π0(M)x)̺ = (A
+/A)̺.
Proof. We have
(34) aτ(x, ̺) = τ(axa−1, a̺) for any a ∈ π0(M).
Hence
a ∈ π0(M)τ(x,̺) ⇐⇒ a ∈ π0(M)x ∩ π0(M)̺.
In other words, we have
(35) π0(M)τ(x,̺) = (π0(M)x)̺ = (A
+/A)̺,
by using Lemma 9.6. 
Recall the p-adic groupM(t), a predual of M0. Let H(M(t)) be its
Iwahori-Hecke algebra.
The group of components π0(M) acts on both M(t) and C[WM0 ],
and we can form the corresponding crossed product algebras. Then,
by applying Lemma 4.2, we obtain:
Irr(H(M(t))⋊ π0(M)) ≃ (IrrH(M(t))//π0(M))2
Irr(C[WM0 ]⋊ π0(M)) ≃ (IrrC[WM0//π0(M))2 .
Let
(36) Irr(H(M(t)))temprc ⊂ Irr(H(M(t))
and
(37) Irr(H(M(t))⋊ π0(M))temprc ⊂ Irr(H(M(t))⋊ π0(M))
denote the set of (equivalence classes) of real tempered irreducible rep-
resentations of H(M(t)) and of H(M(t))⋊ π0(M), respectively.
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For ̺ ∈ Rtop(A,Bx), let V (x, ̺) ∈ Irr(H(M(t)))temprc be the rep-
resentation of H(M(t)) with Reeder parameter equal to the image of
(x, ̺) by the bijection (27). Then the map τ(x, ̺) 7→ V (x, ̺) provides
a bijection
Irr(C[WM0 ])→ Irr(H(M(t)))temprc .
Lemma 9.8. Let ̺ ∈ Rtop(A,Bx). We have:
(38) (π0(M))V (x,̺) = (π0(M))τ(x,̺) = (A
+/A)̺,
and
(39) (V (x, ̺)) = (τ(x, ̺)),
where on the L.H.S. (resp. R.H.S.),  means the function which as-
signs an element in H2((A+/A)̺,C
×) to V (x, ̺) (resp. τ(x, ̺)).
As a consequence, the map
(40) τ(x, ̺)⋊ ψ 7→ V (x, ̺)⋊ ψ
is a bijection
Irr(C[WM0 ]⋊ π0(M)) → Irr(H(M(t))⋊ π0(M))temprc .
Proof. Let Ox denote the nilpotent adjoint orbit which contains x.
Then the usual closure order on nilpotent adjoint orbits, which is de-
fined as
O1 ≤ O2 when O1 ⊂ O2,
induces the following partial order on the irreducible representations
of WM0 :
(41) τ(x1, ̺1) ≤ τ(x2, ̺2) when Ox1 ≤ Ox2 .
In this partial order, due to our choice of the Springer correspondence
(see Remark 7.1), the trivial representation of WM0 is a minimal ele-
ment and the sign representation is a maximal element.
The WM0-structure of V (x, ̺) is
(42) V (x, ̺)|WM0 = τ(x, ̺) ⊕
⊕
(x1,̺1)
τ(x,̺)<τ(x,̺1)
m(x1,̺1) τ(x1, ̺1),
where the m(x1,̺1) are non-negative integers. (In case where M has
connected centre, (42) is implied by [6, Theorem 6.3 (1)], the proof in
the general case follows the same lines.) In particular, it follows from
(42) that
(43) dimCHomWM0 (τ(x, ̺), V (x, ̺)) = 1.
Let a ∈ π0(M). Eqn. (34) implies that
aV (x, ̺)|WM0 = τ(a · x, a̺) ⊕
⊕
(x1,̺1)
τ(x,̺)≤τ(x1,̺1)
m(x1,̺1) τ(a · x, a̺1).
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Since τ(x, ̺) ≤ τ(x1, ̺1) if and only if τ(a · x, a̺) ≤ τ(a · x1, a̺1), it
follows that aV (x, ̺) corresponds to theM0-conjugacy class of (a·x, a̺)
via the bijection induced by (27).
Hence
aV (x, ̺) ≃ V (x, ̺) if and only if aτ(x, ̺) ≃ τ(x, ̺).
Hence Eqn. (38) follows.
Now let
{
T Va−1 : a ∈ (A+/A)̺
}
(resp.
{
T τa−1 : a ∈ (A+/A)̺
}
) a fam-
ily of isomorphisms for V = V (x, ̺) (resp. τ = τ(x, ̺)) which deter-
mines the cocycle cV (resp. cτ ). We have
HomWM0 (τ, V )
TV
a−1−→ HomWM0 (τ, a
−1
V )
T τ
a−1−→ HomWM0 (a
−1
τ, a
−1
V ).
The composed map is given by a scalar, since by Eqn. (43) these spaces
are one-dimensional. We normalize the operator T Va−1 so that this scalar
equals to one. This forces cV and cτ to be equal. This implies
(V (x, ̺)) = (τ(x, ̺)).

Define Irr(H(H))t to be the set of (equivalence classes) of irreducible
representations of H(H) that are parametrized by pairs (Φ, ρ) where
Φ(̟F , 1) = t.
Lemma 9.9. There a bijection
Irr(M(t)⋊ π0(M))temprc → Irr(H(H))t.
Proof. Recall the group H˜ defined at the beginning of the proof of
Lemma 9.6: we have H = H˜/Z. Let H(H˜) and H(H) be the Iwahori-
Hecke algebra of H˜ and H , respectively. As in [25, § 1.5], we identify
H(H) with the set of Z-fixed points of H(H˜):
H(H) = H(H˜)Z .
The irreducible representations of H(H˜) are parametrized by pairs
(Φ, ̺) as above.
Let Irr(H(H˜))t denote the set of (equivalence classes) of irreducible
representations of H(H˜) that are parametrized by pairs (Φ, ̺) where
Φ(̟F , 1) = t. The construction of these representations is due Kazh-
dan and Lusztig [17]. We will use the description given in [11]. We
first recall the standard modules
M H˜t,x,̺ := HomCH˜ (t,x)(̺,H∗(B
Υ,C)).
The similar construction of representations in Irr(H(M(t))1 leads to
the standard modules:
MM
0
1,x,̺ := HomCM0 (x)(̺,H∗(B
Ξ,C)).
We have
CM0(x) = CH˜(t, x)
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(i.e., the centralizer in M0 of x coincides with the simultaneous cen-
tralizer in H˜ of t and x), and (see the proof of 9.5):
H∗(BΥ,C) = H∗(BΨ1 ,C)⊕ · · · ⊕H∗(BΨm,C)
is a sum of equivalent A-modules. It follows that the irreducible repre-
sentation of H(H˜) attached to (t, x, ̺) is isomorphic to the irreducible
representation of H(M(t)) attached to (1, x, ̺).
On the other hand, it follows from [23, Theorem A.13] (see also [25,
Theorem 1.5.1]) combined with [25, (3.4.1)] that the set of (equivalence
classes) of irreducible representations of H(H) = H(H˜)Z which are in
Irr(H(H˜))t are parametrized by the triples (x, ̺, ψ) where ψ runs over
the simple modules of the twisted group algebra C[(A+/A)̺][̺]. 
10. The Main Result
Let χ be a ramified character of the maximal torus T ⊂ G. We recall
that
s = [T , χ]G
H = CG(im χˆ)
and Irr(H(H))t is the set of (equivalence classes) of irreducible rep-
resentations of the extended Iwahori-Hecke algebra H(H) that are
parametrized by pairs (Φ, ρ) where Φ(̟F , 1) = t.
We now assemble our results:
W s =WH(44)
(T//Ws)2 = {(t, τ) : t ∈ T, τ ∈ Irr(WHt )}/WH(45)
WHt =WM
0
⋊ π0(M)(46)
IrrWHt = (IrrWM
0
//π0(M))

2(47)
Irr(C[WM0 ]⋊ π0(M)) ≃ Irr(H(M(t))⋊ π0(M))temprc(48)
(49) Irr(H(M(t))⋊ π0(M))temprc ≃ Irr(H(H))t
The union of the sets Irr(H(H)t is in bijection with the set Irr(G)s,
see [26]: ⊔
t∈T/WH
Irr(H(H))t ≃ Irr(G)s.(50)
By combining Eqns.(44, 45, 46, 47, 48, 49, 50), we create a canonical
bijection between the extended quotient of the second kind (T//W s)2
and Irr(G)s:
µ : (T//W s)2 −→ Irr(G)s, (t, x, ̺, ψ) 7→ (Φ, ̺⋊ ψ).(51)
Quite specifically, we have the following result.
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Theorem 10.1. Let G be a split reductive p-adic group with connected
centre and let Irr(G)s be a Bernstein component in the principal series
of G. Then there is a canonical bijection
µs : (T//W s)2 → Irr(G)s
where Irr(G)s is parametrized by Kazhdan-Lusztig-Reeder parameters,
and (T//W s)2 is the extended quotient of the second kind.
This in turn creates a bijection
T//W s −→ Irr(G)s.(52)
This bijection is not canonical in general, depending as it does on a
c-Irr system. When G = GL(n), the finite group WHt is a product
of symmetric groups: in this case there is a canonical c-Irr system,
according to the classical theory of Young tableaux.
11. Correcting cocharacters
Let s be a point in the Bernstein spectrum for the principal series of
G. We will construct, for each α ∈ C×, a commutative diagram:
(53)
(T//W s)2
µs−−−→ Irr(G)s
πα
y yiα
T/W s T/W s
The map µs is bijective and canonical, by Theorem (10.1). In this
diagram, only the vertical maps depend on α.
We start by defining the vertical maps in the diagram. Let α ∈ C×.
Recall the following matrix in SL(2,C):
Yα =
(
α 0
0 α−1
)
and set, as in Eqn.(24),
(54) hγ : C
× → T, α 7→ γ(Yα).
Then hγ is an element in the coweight lattice X•(T ), also called the
cocharacter lattice.
Let (Φ, ρ) ∈ Irr(G)s be the Reeder parameter which corresponds, via
µs, to the point (t, τ) ∈ (T//W s)2. We will define
iα : Irr(G)s → T/W s, (Φ, ρ) 7→ Φ(̟F , Yα)(55)
πα : (T//W
s)2 → T/W s, (t, τ) 7→ t · γ(Yα)(56)
We note that
Φ(̟F , Yα) = t · γ(Yα)
by the definition (25) of the L-parameter Φ, so that the diagram is
commutative.
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Proposition 11.1. The cocharacter hγ defined in Eqn. (54) depends
only on the unipotent class in H containing exp x.
Proof. See Lemma 8.1. 
In view of the Lusztig bijection between unipotent classes in H and
two-sided cells in X(T )⋊W s, we may set
(57) hc = hγ ,
where c is the two-sided cell which corresponds to the unipotent class
in H containing exp x.
For the restriction of πα to (T//W
s)c2 we therefore have
(T//W s)c2 → T/W s, (t, τ) 7→ t · hc(α)
We have created a system of correcting cocharacters as defined in [3,
p.131].
The correspondence ν 7→ χν between points in T and unramified
quasicharacters of T can be fixed by the relation
χν(λ(̟F )) = λ(ν)
where ̟F is a uniformizer in F , and λ ∈ X•(T ) = X(T ).
Let X denote the rational cocharacter group of T , identified with
the rational character group of T . Let T0 be the maximal compact
subgroup of T . A choice of uniformizer in F gives a splitting T =
T0×X , so characters of T have the form χ⊗ ν, where χ is a character
of T0, and ν ∈ T . As in §6, χ ⊗ ν gives rise to a homomorphism
χˆ : UF → T . This homomorphism is independent of ν. The notation
χˆ is consistent with the notation in §6.
Let q = qF denote the cardinality of the residue field kF of F .
Notation. Here is the dictionary for translation between Reeder’s
notation [25, p.117] and ours: s = t, τ = ν, φu = γ, τu = γ(Y√q), τ =
τu · s = γ(Y√q) · t, χˆs(u̟F ) = χˆ(u) · t. The definition of Φ in [25, p.117]
therefore coincides with our definition (25).
Now consider the induced representation
IndGB(χ⊗ ν),
where B ⊃ T is the standard Borel subgroup in G, and χ ∈ Irr(T ).
Recall the infinitesimal character [7, §2.1], also called the cuspidal
support map Sc [24, VI.7.1.1]:
Sc : Irr(G) −→ Ω(G)
where Ω(G) is the set of all G-conjugacy classes of cuspidal pairs.
Let Irrχ(G,B) denote the set of irreducible representations of G, up
to equivalence, which appear in IndGB(χ ⊗ ν), for some ν ∈ T , as in
[25, p.120]. Then Irrχ(G,B) is in bijection with the set of G-conjugacy
classes of pairs (Φ, ρ), where Φ: WF × SL(2,C) → G is a Langlands
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parameter such that BΦ is nonempty, Φ|UF is G-conjugate to χˆ, and
ρ ∈ R(AΦ,BΦ). See [25, 4.5, 5.3d]. The cuspidal support of the irre-
ducible representation of G with Reeder parameter (Φ, ρ) is therefore
the cuspidal pair (T , χ⊗ ν).
We fix T and χ and allow ν to vary. For the cuspidal pairs of the
form (T , χ⊗ ν), we have the identification, as in [7, 2.1]:
{(T , χ⊗ ν) : ν ∈ T} ≃ T, (T , χ⊗ ν) 7→ ν.(58)
This is how the quotient variety T/W s arises as a component in the
Bernstein variety Ω(G), see [7, 2.1].
Note that
(59) i√q : Irr(G)s → T/W s, (Φ, ρ) 7→ Φ(̟F , Y√q)
and
Φ(̟F , Y√q) = t · γ(Y√q) = ν
which is now identified by (58) with the cuspidal pair (T , χ⊗ ν). We
infer that
i√q : Irr(G)s → T/W s, (Φ, ρ) 7→ (T , χ⊗ ν)
so that
i√q = Sc.(60)
This creates the commutative diagram
(T//W s)2
µs−−−→ Irr(G)s
π√q
y ySc
T/W s T/W s
so that
π√q = Sc ◦ µs.(61)
This confirms our geometric conjecture, as stated in [3], for the princi-
pal series of G.
Since µs is bijective and the diagram is commutative, the number of
points in the fibre of π√q equals the number of inequivalent irreducible
constituents of IndGB(χ⊗ ν):
|π−1√q(χ⊗ ν)| = |IndGB(χ⊗ ν)|(62)
The map π√q, a finite morphism of algebraic varieties, is therefore a
model of the map Sc. The predictive power of Eqn.(62) is illustrated
by Example 2 in §13.
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12. Intersections of L-packets with Irr(G)s
In [4, §10], we raise the following question: “In the ABP view of the
smooth dual Irr(G), what are the L-packets?”
In the conjectural answer [4, § 10], the essential point was that in the
list of correcting cocharacters h1, h2, . . ., hr, there may be repetitions,
i.e. it may happen that for some i, j with 1 ≤ i < j ≤ r, one has
hi = hj , and these repetitions give rise to L-packets. We find here that
this is close to the truth: for a given L-packet all the hi have to be
the same, however one cocharacter hi may correspond to two distinct
L-packets. The correct answer in the principal series case is given by
the following theorem.
We recall the cell decomposition
(T//W s)2 =
⊔
(T//W s)c2.
Theorem 12.1. Two points (t, τ) and (t′, τ ′) in (T//W s)2 have
µs(t, τ) and µs(t′, τ ′) in the same L-packet
if and only
(t, τ) and (t′, τ ′) belong to the same (T//W s)c2
and
πα(t, τ) = πα(t
′, τ ′), for each α ∈ C×.
Proof. Let (t, τ) and (t′, τ ′) two points in (T//W s)2. Their images by
the bijection µs are in the same L-packet if and only if they correspond
to the same of L-parameter.
Recall the definition of the L-parameter Φ (see Eqn. (25)):
Φ: F× × SL(2,C)→ G, (u̟nF , Y ) 7→ χ̂(u) · tn · γ(Y ),
for all u ∈ UF , n ∈ Z, Y ∈ SL(2,C).
Here χˆ is a homomorphism from UF to T provided by χ⊗ ν, and, as
we have already observed, it is independent of ν ∈ T . In other words,
χˆ only depends on s = [T , χ]G. Since the inertial pair s is fixed, it
follows that the restriction of Φ to UF is fixed too.
Now we have seen in the proof of Proposition 11.1 that γ depends
on a unipotent class U in H . Let c be the two-sided cell in X(T )⋊W s
which corresponds to U by the Lusztig bijection.
Set
(Φ, ρ) := µs(t, τ) and (Φ′, ρ′) := µs(t′, τ ′).
Then (t, τ) and (t′, τ ′) are in the same cell (T//W s)c2 if and only if Φ
and Φ′ have same restriction to SL(2,C).
Finally, from the commutativity of the diagram (53), we have
Φ(̟F , Yα) = t · γ(Yα) = t · hγ(Yα) = πα(t, τ),
and similarly
Φ′(̟F , Yα) = πα(t′, τ ′).
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The result follows.
Finally, recall the definition of the correcting cocharacter attached
to c, from Eqns. (54) and (57):
hc : C
× → T, α 7→ γ(Yα).
Hence all the µs(t, τ) in a given L-packet correspond to the same cochar-
acter. 
13. Examples
Example 1. Realization of the ordinary quotient T/W s. Let P(G)
denote the set of G-conjugacy classes of Langlands parameters
Φ: WF × SL(2,C)→ G
such that BΦ is nonempty and Φ|UF is G-conjugate to χˆ. Consider an
L-parameter Φ ∈ P(G) for which Φ|SL(2,C) = 1 (hence Φ: WF → G).
Let t = Φ(̟F ).
Now t is a semisimple element in G, and all such semisimple ele-
ments arise. Modulo conjugacy in G, the set of such L-parameters Φ
is parametrized by the quotient T/W s. Explicitly, let
P1(G) := {Φ ∈ P(G) : Φ|SL(2,C) = 1}.
Then we have a canonical bijection
P1(G)→ T/W s, Φ 7→ Φ(̟F , 1)
which fits into the commutative diagram
P1(G) −−−→ T/W sy y
P(G) −−−→ (T//W s)2
where the vertical maps are inclusions.
From the construction of the system of correcting cocharacters, it
follows that P1(G) is attached to exactly one cocharacter hc, the one
which is indexed by the two-sided cell c corresponding to the trivial
unipotent class in H . Hence c equals c0: the lowest two-sided cell in
X(T )⋊W s.
Recall the corresponding part (T//W s)c02 (see Eqn. (20)) of the ex-
tended quotient of the second kind. Then we get
(63) T/W s ⊂ (T//W s)c02 .
By using the commutative diagram (6), we obtain, as conjectured in
[4, p. 87]:
(64) T/W s ⊂ (T//W s)c0 ,
where (T//W s)c0 is the part corresponding to the lowest two-sided cell
c0 in the cell decomposition (22) of the extended quotient T//W
s.
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On the other hand, the corresponding group CM0(x) = M
0 (here
x = 1) is connected and acts trivially in homology. Therefore ̺ is the
unit representation 1. Then Eqn. (19) gives:
(65) T˜ c02 = {(t, ψ) ∈ T˜2 : ψ ∈ π0(M)}.
Example 2. An example in the principal series of SL(4,Q2). Note
that, for this group, the centre is not connected. The multiplicative
group of the field Q2 is given by
Q×2 ≃ Z× Z2 × Z/2Z
and so Q×2 admits three ramified characters of order 2. They may be
written η, χ, η · χ.
The three ramified quadratic characters of Q×2 create a unitary char-
acter, of order 2, of the standard Borel subgroup B ⊂ SL(4,Q2):
τ :


x1 ∗ ∗ ∗
0 x2 ∗ ∗
0 0 x3 ∗
0 0 0 x4

 7→ η(x2)χ(x3)(η · χ)(x4)
We twist the character τ by an unramified unitary character ψ and
form the induced representation IndGB(ψτ). Let Ψ
1(T ) denote the group
of unramified unitary characters of the maximal torus T ⊂ SL(4), and
let
Es := {ψ ⊗ τ : ψ ∈ Ψ1(T )}.
Then Es has the structure of a compact torus. The subgroup of the
Weyl group which fixes Es is W s := Z/2Z × Z/2Z. We have the
standard projection
πs : Es//W s → Es/W s
of the extended quotient onto the ordinary quotient. To simplify nota-
tion, we will sometimes write π = πs.
The extended quotient Es//W s is the disjoint union of 6 unit inter-
vals a, b, c, d, e, f and the ordinary quotient Es/W s. In the projection
π, these 6 intervals assemble themselves into the 6 edges of a tetra-
hedron in Es/W s. The cardinality of each fibre of π creates a perfect
model of reducibility. The locus of reducibility is the 1-skeleton R of a
tetrahedron, and we have
|π−1(ψτ)| = |IndGB(ψτ)|
for all unramified unitary characters ψ of T . On the interior of each
edge π(a), . . . , π(f) of R, each induced representation admits 2 distinct
irreducible constituents; on each vertex of R, each induced representa-
tion admits 4 distinct irreducible components.
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The detailed computations are in [10]; the theory of the R-group
for SL(N), on which these computations depend, is to be found in
Goldberg [13].
The pre-image of the interior of one edge is the union of two open
intervals (the one corresponding to the given edge and one in the ordi-
nary quotient), replicating the fact that the R-group has order 2, while
the pre-image of a vertex is the union of three endpoints of intervals
and one point in the ordinary quotient, replicating the fact that the
R-group has order 4 here. The 1-skeleton of the tetrahedron is a per-
fect model of reducibility and confirms the geometric conjecture in this
case. Quite specifically, let G = SL(4,Q2) and s = [T , τ ]G . There exists
a continuous bijection
µs : Es//W s → Irrt(G)s
such that
Sc ◦ µs = πs.(66)
Example 3. The general linear group. Let G = GL(n), G =
GL(n,C). Let
Φ = χ⊗ τ(n)
where χ is an unramified quasicharacter of WF and τ(n) is the irre-
ducible n-dimensional representation of SL(2,C). By local classfield
theory, the quasicharacter χ factors through F×. In the local Lang-
lands correspondence for GL(n), the image of Φ is the unramified twist
χ ◦ det of the Steinberg representation St(n).
The sign representation sgn of the Weyl group W has Springer pa-
rameters (Oprin, 1), where Oprin is the principal orbit in gl(n,C). In
the canonical correspondence between irreducible representations of Sn
and conjugacy classes in Sn, the trivial representation ofW corresponds
to the conjugacy class containing the n-cycle w0 = (123 · · ·n).
Now GΦ = C(imΦ) is connected [11, §3.6.3], and so acts trivially in
homology. Therefore ρ is the unit representation 1. The image Φ(1, u0)
is a regular nilpotent, i.e. a nilpotent with one Jordan block (given by
the partition of n with one part). The corresponding conjugacy class in
W is {w0}. The corresponding irreducible component of the extended
quotient is
Tw0/Z(w0) = {(z, z, . . . , z) : z ∈ C×} ≃ C×.
This is our model, in the extended quotient picture, of the complex
1-torus of all unramified twists of the Steinberg representation St(n).
The map from L-parameters to pairs (w, t) ∈ T//W is given by
χ⊗ τ(n) 7→ (w0, χ(Frob), . . . , χ(Frob)).
Among these representations, there is one real tempered representation,
namely St(n), with L-parameter 1 ⊗ τ(n), attached to the principal
orbit Oprin ⊂ G.
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More generally, let
Φ = χ1 ⊗ τ(n1)⊕ · · · ⊕ χk ⊗ τ(nk)
where n1 + · · · + nk = n is a partition of n. This determines the
unipotent orbit O(n1, . . . , nk) ⊂ G. There is a conjugacy class in W
attached canonically to this orbit: it contains the product of disjoint
cycles of lengths n1, . . . , nk. The fixed set is a complex torus, and the
component in T//W is a product of symmetric products of complex 1-
tori. See [8] for more details.
Denote by i the Iwahori point in the Bernstein spectrum of G(F ) :=
GL(n, F ), so that i = [T , 1]G . Let T be the standard maximal torus in
GL(n,C). The Weyl group is the symmetric group Sn. We will denote
our bijection, in this case canonical, as follows:
µiF : T//W → Irr(G(F ))i
Let E/F be a finite Galois extension of the local field F . According to
[22, Theorem 4.3], we have a commutative diagram
T//W
µiF−−−→ Irr(G(F ))iy yBCE/F
T//W
µiE−−−→ Irr(G(E))i
In this diagram, the right vertical map BCE/F is the standard base
change map sending one Reeder parameter to another as follows:
(Φ, 1) 7→ (Φ|WE , 1).
Let
f = f(E, F )
denote the residue degree of the extension E/F . We proceed to de-
scribe the left vertical map. We note that the action of W on T is as
automorphisms of the algebraic group T. Since T is a group, the map
T → T, t 7→ tf
is well-defined for any positive integer f . The map
T˜ → T˜ , (t, w) 7→ (tf , w)
is also well-defined, since
w · tf = wtfw−1 = wtw−1wtw−1 · · ·wtw−1 = tf .
Since
α · (tf ) = (α · t)f
for all α ∈ W , this induces a map
T//W → T//W
which is an endomorphism (as algebraic variety) of the extended quo-
tient T//W . We shall refer to this endomorphism as the base change
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endomorphism of degree f . The left vertical map is the base change
endomorphism of degree f , according to [22, Theorem 4.3]. That is,
our bijection µi is compatible with base change for GL(n).
When we restrict our base change endomorphism from the extended
quotient T//W to the ordinary quotient T/W , we see that the commu-
tative diagram containing BCE/F is consistent with [14, Lemma 4.2.1].
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